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Der Augenblick (the wink)   HD auf DVD 

The movie "Der Augenblick" deals with the short moment in which a person runs across unknown people at
an unknown place. Background of the film development were reports wherein persons who, voluntarily or
enforced, went on a journey for the most different reasons, give an account of the entrance into a new
world.The film evolves from a soft light and opens the view on a far away group of people in nowhere-space.
The camera takes the perspective of the person who approaches the group. The movement of coming closer
is experienced in slow motion. Into this very slow scene of approach there are inserted short sequences that
depict possible moments in future.Language of the film is the universal language Volapük. 
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Zurück in die Stadt von morgen (city of tomorrow - revisited)      2005   Film und Installation   S16   23 min.

Much as in a relay and through a series of minimalist cameos diffrent people take the lead through the Berlin
Hansa quarter, a neighbourhood built in 1957 as the city of tomorrow. Official state descriptions merge with
reviews of the utopia of the architects and future life prospects. Great Utopia is referenced to chronicled 
happenings and stories of everyday life which are played out against a backdrop of the buildings of popular
architects and become a portrait of fifthy years of future.
The installations - developed for diffrent situations and spaces - refer to the architecrtural gesture of the post-
warmodernism and point to the style of construction and the units of measurement on which the modernism
was founded.



Installationview   Neues Museum Weserburg Bremen, 2005
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Installationview plattform Berlin, 2006
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„Arbeit, Liebe, Kino (work, love, cinema)“   2004   Film and Installation

The installation “Arbeit, Liebe , Kino (work, love, cinema)" connects the dayfilm “Besuch bei Themroc"
(Visiting Themroc) with the nightfilm “It never was you" by my guest Sandeep Mehta. Both movies describe
a search in the urban space. The one movie the search for work the other movie the search for love.The con-
struction of the projectionwalls refers to the modular systems of the modern architecture and tells about the
expansive force and the limitation of urban space.



Installationview Friedrichsbau Bühl   2004
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„Besuch bei Themroc (visiting themroc)“   2004   Film and Installation   DV 10 min.

The work combines sequences from the cult-film "Themroc", in which the hero rebels against the constraints
of assembly line production, with own film material that was shot in the town of Hoyerswerda, a product of
socialist urban planning. "Visiting Themroc" describes the end of industrial society.
The latter was shot in an unnamed town that is a product of socialist urban planning and describes the end
of industrial society.

 



Installationview Kunsthaus Dresden   2005
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„mind the gap“, 2002, Mixed - Media - Installation

Michaela Schweiger deals with link and representation systems in electronic media in her latest workings. Her
inquiry of these systems focuses on their contribution to the production of “reality”. She opposes the structu-
re and the urban communication of a virtual 3D town existing on the internet to actual urban facts. The diffe-
rent workings function as correspondent chapters.The third chapter of these city stories – „mind the gap“ -
explores the mixture of the facts of “real” mass medial and virtual places within the net communication. The
point of interest focuses on the mixture of individual and social conditions of the computer users with rules
and stagings dominating in the virtual city.
Once you enter the exhibition room you face a facade setting. This abstract construction is leant on the faca-
de models built in the public space for demonstration purposes. Their stereotype architecture represents a
part of the city being neither assigned to a concrete city nor to a specific urban place. Texts and drawings
being part of a storyboard are pasted to the facade. The rooms shown on the drawings represent typological
rooms. Clothes and posture of the mapped persons act as codes as well as the rooms in which they move.
These codes refer or seem to refer to the cultural and social belonging within the urban society.
The videos of the installation show calm slow settings of urban rooms and at first sight seem to be examples
of films settings similar to the facade scenery. On second glance of the story the different elements of the
installation merge. The facade not only acts as setting and carrier of the storyboard but rather becomes part
of the story while the videos become films within the fiction film. While the first two chapters of this work series
aim at researching the systems of reality respectively virtual reality, the third chapter focuses on the paralle-
lism of the construction of reality and fiction.



Installationview plattform Berlin   2002
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“schon siegt die fiktion über die realität, schon gibt es blut und rätsel, schon habe ich das gefühl mch in einem
walt disney film zu befinden, aber in einem mit humphrey bogart, das heißt in einem politischen film 
(Yet fiction prevails over reality, yet there is blood and mysteries, yet I have the feeling of being in a Walt
Disney film, but in a film with Humphrey Bogart that is to say in a political one)”   2002   Videoinstallation

At three monitors you can watch three animated cartoons. The places of the different animated cartoons are
related to a big plot of a designed citypanorama winded up of wood. The dialogues of the videos are taken
from a chat communication in a virtual town. The dialogues correspond and constitute a linear story. The 
picture of each video tell each time a different story.
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„Unterwegs (on the road)“   2000   Mixed - Media - Installation

Around a living room arrangement a street landscape is installed. The street seems to spring out of a TV
monitor. A Fiction scenario emerges, being based upon the idea that the images which could leave the tele-
vision. House plants become part of the model landscape. They possess its real size and learn simulta-
neously a model-like scale reduction. The plants evoke different landscape types. The furniture serve as sea-
ting facility, however, at the same time build architectural elements of the minified landscape types. The loo-
ped video sequence shows a short detail of the film „Easy Rider“ by Dennis Hopper. The street of the media
image apparently moves towards the street which has been built and is rigid.
In the television that is facing towards the sofa, the film „The Passenger“ by Michelangelo Antonioni is told.
the story of the film is told by five people which come from different continents. Out of the descriptions of the
five people a linear story has been made. Conditional to the five narrators what has happenend is told from
different views. The approach of the different people is determined by different factors. The film „the
Passenger“ by Antonioni is in the first place based on the images of the film. The leading actor undertakes
the experiment to change his identity and therewith his point of view. Through a change of roles his relati-
onship to an African underground movement changes. He fails in his undertaking.
The flood of images in the third video is the result of a self-experiment: To sit in front of the TV for 24 hours
in order to search all available chanels for images of other countries. The beginning of the research took place
on 27 June 2000 at 8.00 p.m. at the beginning of the news. The search ended on 28 June 2000 at 8.00 p.m.
with the news.



Installationview  Kunstmuseum Heidenheim   2000
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Stills of the people telling „the passenger“ by Michelangelo Antonioni

 







„a mapmaker`s dream“    2000    Mixed - Media - Installation

Fra Mauro, a monk who spent almost his whole life behind a monastery wall pursued to create a map of the
world – his mappa mundi. Merchants, missionaries and adventurers were seeing him in his silent cell after
their journeys to provide their information.I compare the picture of a monk living in the 16th century with the
situation of sitting at your computer at home and get in touch with the world. I myself take the place of the
monk. I try to receive information from all over the world by chatting and conversations in virtual cities.
A small wooden room will be created for the installation. There will be the projection of a globe on the walls,
the ceilings and the floor. 
A few adapted chats will exemplarily be seen on a video monitor. Actors will repeat dialogues originating from
conversations in the virtual world. The locations are mostly public places. Thus dialogues from the virtual
world will be transferred to the analogue world.
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Stills of the chats made into a movie







„Ausserirdisches & Coverversionen (extraterrestrial and coverversions)“, 1998, Mixed - Media - Installation

At the multi-media-installation „Extraterrestrial and Coverversions" we find an intricate laboratory situation
which seems to have originated in the workshop of a do-it-yourself enthusiast.The tube-like room is immer-
sed in a diffusely (almost claustrophobically) light. For the 3. Werkleitz Biennale Michaela Schweiger has
overbuild a durable installed bowling alley half-way down with a wooden construction some nine metres in
length: a kind of island, which can be entered and where various assemblies objects and contraptions can
be inspected and used. This is explained by an ensemble of video portraits presented on five monitors, which
tell a story in the dialogue form of a play. In preparing for this project, the artist conducted interviews with child-
ren and young adults (including members of the Werkleitz Youth Club) about their ideas of the „future". The
answers where then collated into a script and spoken and played out by actors. 
The children's visions returned again and again to certain machines they felt sure would be available to man-
kind, and Michaela Schweiger has embodied them in her objects: a time machine, a wish machine, an anti-
gravity machine, etc. Visitors to the exhibition can compare these sensory and visual materialisations with the
spoken designs of the children, which are filtered and transformed by the generational leap produced by their
being spoken by adult mouths. In contrast to „The Four Evils" by Carmen Mörsch, the experimentation and
viewing of Schweiger's installation results in a complex web of projection, copy, recycling and compression of
images of the future. The artistic settings are hidden behind multiple transformations: projection and repre-
sentation, idea and product thus become as indistinguishable as work and context or as art and function.



Installationview Werkleitz Biennale   1998
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Videostills „extraterrestrial and coverversions"

 





„Memorials for a new society“    1997/98    Projekt im öffentlichen Raum

The „Haus des Lehrers", built in 1963, was the first skyscraper at the Alexanderplatz. It was an important sym-
bolic building in the former GDR. „Memorials for a new society" deals with the town planning in the new capi-
tal Berlin. The work reflects these plannings and tells about the Potsdamer Platz, the reconstruction of the
city castle and many more buildings. Many decisions of these plannings are politically motivated. In a fictitious
competition the momentary plannings are uncertained and different utopian proposals are developed.

 



Installationview „Part II - Answers“   Haus des Lehrers Berlin 1997/1998



Drawing: Yona Friedman`s realisation at  Alexanderplatz



Installationdetail Part III “house of the majorty“



The Dokumentation



Drawing: The City Castle at Ernst Reuter Platz
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